
Coverage of the Herts Agreed Syllabus for RE 2021-2022 

Topics and questions studied through the 
core curriculum at key stage 4    

 
 

Bereavement  
 
What is the process of grieving and how do 
people from different traditions & worldviews 
respond to death  

War poetry ‘Remembrance’  Year 10  (English) 
- Study the poem ‘Poppies’ (Jane Weir) 
- Takes x3 lessons 

Poetry – ‘Poppies’ mother’s and bereavement) 
Year 11  (English 

- Revision of the poetry takes place in 
February and last around x2 weeks. This 
will form part of that revision.  

- Revised again in April/May and usually 
takes around x4 hours. 

Remembrance – Assembly  & Them of the week 

Holocaust studies 
 
Where was God or where was man? 

SLT/HoY assembly  
 

Stewardship 
 
 
What do individuals understand by 
stewardship? 
 

Evolution (understanding Darwin) Year 10 
(Science) 
Origins of the universe (including responses 
from religious believers)    (single science)  
 
Year 11 (Science) 
Abuses of the environment (climate change, 
burning fossil fuels, pollution) Renewable and 
non-renewable energy  (science) 
 

Animal rights  
 
Can we chose how we use animals? 

Debate topic in Year 10  (science) 
Animal testing i.r.t genetic modification  
(science) 
 
Debate topic in Year 10 (English) 

- If students choose this as their Spoken 
Language topic then they spend x3 
lessons planning their speech 

- Not taught explicitly  
 

Medical ethics (saviour 
siblings/IVF/transplant/surrogacy) 
 
Should there be limits to the use of medical 
technology?    

Debate topic in Year 10 (English 
- If students choose this as their Spoken 

Language topic then they spend x3 
lessons planning their speech 
 

Fertility treatment (Year 11 science) 
 
Use of stem cells, including religious responses 
 revision (Year 11 science) 



Religious themes through media and film 
 
 
Identify and explore religious themes and 
worldviews in film  

Year 10 Macbeth (English): divine right of kings; 
patriarchy  

- The study of the entire text takes 
initially a half-term in Year 9.  

- It is then returned to in Year 10 for x3 
weeks and then Year 11 for x3 weeks.  

- Context is covered explicitly for x2 
lessons and then integrated throughout 
teaching 

Year 10 Christmas Carol: Christian kindness; 
afterlife; charity - (English)  

- The text is covered for half a term in 
Autumn 2. 

- Context teaching is covered explicitly 
for x4 lessons (up to x8 depending on 
the class and time available). The 
themes are then integrated throughout 
the study of the novel.  

 

War and Peace  
 
Can war be just? 

Year 10 Poetry (English) 
- There are 15 poems that are covered 

across Year 9 to Year 11. Of these 15, 
x10 explicitly reference war and conflict 
thematically. They cover everything 
from battle to PTSD.  

- These poems take on average x3 
lessons to cover each.  

- Revision then takes place at the end of 
Year 10 and in Year 11 

Sin and crime 
 
What is the difference between sin and a 
crime? 

SLT assembly – what is a crime? What is a sin?  
SLT assembly - Rule of law :  British values 
    

Forgiveness 
 
Should we always forgive? 

SLT/HoY assembly :  British Values 

Inequality and poverty 
 
Is it possible to rid the world of inequality 
and poverty? 

Year 10 Christmas Carol (English): Victorian 
poverty; kindness; charity  

- The text is covered for half a term in 
Autumn 2. 

- Context teaching is covered explicitly 
for x4 lessons, the poor laws and the 
treatment of the poor is covered 
throughout these lessons.  

- These themes are then integrated 
throughout the study of the novel and 
can appear on the exam.  

 



Animal Farm (English) (currently for sets 3 and 4 
only)/ Lord of the Flies (currently for sets 1 and 
2) 

- The text is covered for around 8 weeks 
in Year 10 and then revisited again in 
Year 11 for about x3 weeks.  

- Inequality is a key theme throughout 
Animal Farm and students discuss is 
regularly.  

- Hierarchy and inequality also appears 
throughout LOTF with the relationships 
between the boys on the island.  

- It can appear as an exam question.  
 

Helping others, volunteer week & charity 
SLT/HoY assembly 
 

Marriage and family life   
 
Is marriage dead? It’s changing nature& 
purpose 

Year 10 Macbeth (English) 
- The study of the entire text takes 

initially a half-term in Year 9.  
- It is then returned to in Year 10 for x3 

weeks and then Year 11 for x3 weeks.  
- Particular focus on Lady Macbeth can 

take up to x5 lessons across a variety of 
scenes.  

- Comparisons are often drawn between 
Lady Macbeth and Lady Macduff and 
the expectations of Jacobean women.  

- The relationships between Lady 
Macbeth and her husband is also 
explored across the play and how it 
changes.  

 
Year 10 Christmas Carol (English)- how women 
are presented  

- There aren’t many women presented in 
the novel and this patriarchal focus is 
commented upon.  

- This usually will form the explicit focus 
of about x1 lesson.  
 

Year 10 poetry ‘My Last Duchess’ relationship 
between men and women (English) 

- The study of this poem usually takes 
about x3 lessons.  

- It explores the inequality in a marriage 
and prompts discussions about the role 
of women and how that has evolved.  

- We explore our interpretation of the 
character compared to a contemporary 
reading.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nationality and values Y10 SLT/HoY assembly 

Understanding the influence of faith and 
belief on individuals and societies through 
creative media 
 
How do people express their beliefs and 
identity through art/design/music/dance 
& multimedia?  
 
  

Year 10 poetry ‘Checking out the History’ 
discusses the washing of history (ethnocentric 
curriculum) does prejudice still exist?  
Year 10 poetry ‘Tissue’ female Muslim identities  
 (English) 

- Both of these poems are taught 
explicitly for the first time in Year 9 and 
then revised again in Year 10 and Year 
11.  

- The initial teaching takes x3-4 lessons 
and then revision another x1 


